This paper presents an algorithm for identifying state-space models from frNuency response data of linear systens. A matrixfration description of the trnsfer function is employed to curvefit the frNuency response data, using the least-squaes etod.
Introduction
State-space iodels of dynamic systens are usually required for many current control design methods as these control approaches are developed based upon some state-space representation of the system Recently, it has been found that state-space models can be effectively identified through the Observer/Kalnrn Filter System Identification method (QKID)fl-4] using ime donuin input-output data However, there are cases in which frequency response data rather than time histories are available. This is often the case with the advent of sophisticated spectrum analyzers and associated automatic test equipnwnt Therefore, the technique of obtaining state-space models from frequency respOnse data is of practical interest Clasicaly, the Inverse Discrete Fourier Transform nethod (IDFl') is used to transform frequency response data to ime domain data, that is, to transform the frequency response f tion (FRY) of the system to its pulse response. The pulse response of discete-ime systems is also klown as the Markov parameters. The disadvantage of this approach is that the Markov parameter sequence thus obtained is distoted by tiar-aliasing effects [5] . Recently 
The parameters Yk = CA"'B (k =l. .,) are the Markov parameters. However, the problem associated with this approach is that theoretically the number of Markov parameters is infinite. Though overall te Markov sequence is a decreasing sequence, assuming the system is stable, it may take a large number of terms to make CA"-'B -0 for all k kk, for some arbitrarily large kj especially when the system is lightly damped. A large number of Markov paraxeters will make the opimization in Eq. (7) computationally too intensiye and impractical for nany applications.
To avoid the problem of excessive nunber of parameters in the optimization, an intermediate step should be taken. That is, curve-fit the FRF data using afinite-ordered mrorix-fraction first and then construct the Markov paramrters from this result. This approach is detailed in the next section. pdlyr ial to curve-fit freq y data By doing so, however, the estimaton of th parameters becomes a non-linear problem The SSFD therefore has to use an approximate, iterative method to solve the problem, which results in a value not generaly optimal in any sense in de presence of noise and/or incorrect model order.
On the other hand, it is also known that the transfer function matrix can be expressed by a left Mtrix-fraction [3, 4] LG'(zt --GT (zflz7 4 4') 
Linear Curve-fitting
The trasfer function matrix of the system described by Eqs.
(l)and (2) order of A(z-') and B(z-') is over-specified, the rank of real(0) will be les than the row number of e0. In other words, the number of unknowns is more than the number of equats; therefore, the answer is not unique. However, a ninmum norm solution still can be found using the least-sjuares method[9l In this case, the match is exact; i.e., real(0)0 is exactly equal to real(Q). The cases of using the imaginary part or of using combined real and iminary parts are sim. Remark 3: In a sense, A(z-') and B(z-') i Eq. (9) can be interpreted as the osrver Makov parame [3, 41 The o p of A(z-t) and B(z-') can be aritayas long as it is set equal to or greater than nlm,M4J where n is the system dimension and m is the number of outputs. Therefore, if more outputs are available, a smller order can be assigned to the matrix polynomias.
Remark 4: The frequency weighting w(w,i) is set to unity in the above derivation. If this is not done, a weighted least-squas algorithm should be used.
Estimation of Markov Parameters
After obtaining a solution to Eq. (14), it is now necessary to construct the system Markov parameters. Equation (12) Because the Markov paramters contain at most m xp stats, the order assigned to the system cannot exceed the number mxp. Real systems, in theory, have an infinite dimension; therefore, the lager the number p is chosen, the better the results wil be. However, a large p causes intensive calculation. Thus there is a trade-off between accuracy and computation. In practice, by ex ini the peaks in the FRF, an oxie number of dominant modes can be estimaed to assist the selection ofa operv alue for p.
Experimental Example
One expenrmental example is given here. The data are taken from the CSI Evolutionary Model (CEM). The CEM shown in Fig. 1-a 55 -ft-long truss with a 15-ft diameter antennais-is a NASA testbed to the study controls and structures interaction problem. '10] The system has eight inputs and eight collocated outputs for control The inputs are air tusters and the outputs are acceleromters. The locations of the input-output pairs are depicted in Fig. 1 . In this example, the strcture was excited using random input signals to four thrust located at positions 1, 2, 6, 7. The input and output signals were filtered using lowpass digital filters with the range set to 78% of the Nyquist frequency (12.8Hz) to concentat the energy in the low fiquency range below 10 Hz. A total of 2048 data points at a samping rate of 25.6 Hz from each sensor are used for identification. In this example, sixten FRFs from four input and output pairs located at positions 1, 2, 6, 7 are simultaneously used to identfy a state space system model to represent the CEM.
The order of the matrix polynomial is set to p-25, which is sufficient to match as many as 50 modes (a system of dimension 100). A state-space model is obtained using ERA/DC with the system order assigned to 100. The reconstructed frequency response data (dash lines) are compred with the experimental data (solid lines) in Rgs. 2 and 3. Figure 2 is the frequency response of output I with respect to input 1, representing a case of a strong signal, while Fig. 3 Freqency (Hz) Fig. 3 . Comparison of the test FRF (solid line) and the rcomnstmcted FRY (dash line) obtained using the identified system nutrices
